
LEGAL 
COMMENT
Gillian Bristow and Emily Ng of leading law firm Cooper 
Grace Ward make their determination on work diaries

U
nder the Heavy Vehicle National Law and its 
associated fatigue-management regulations 
(HVNL), heavy vehicle drivers are required 
to comply with complex rules in relation to 

keeping work diaries, recording work and rest hours, and 
counting overlapping periods (among other things). 

Drivers who do not understand their obligations may 
find themselves in hot water if they are pulled over by 
enforcement officers. In this issue of PowerTorque we 
explain some of the key requirements of the HVNL in 
relation to work diaries and highlight some common 
mistakes made by drivers. 

Keeping a work diary – the concept of 100+ km work

A heavy vehicle driver must carry a work diary if they are 
working under BFM, AFM or exemption hours, or have 
worked under BFM, AFM or exemption hours in the past 
28 days. The same applies if they are undertaking ‘100+ 
km work’ or have undertaken ‘100+ km work’ in the past 
28 days on standard hours. 

A driver undertakes 100+ km work if they are driving in an 
area with a radius of more than 100 km from their base 
(which is generally the place from which the driver works). 

The driver must keep the work diary in their possession 
while driving the vehicle and must record the required 
information for each day on which, in the previous 28 days, 
the driver worked under BFM, AFM or exemption hours or 
undertook 100+ km work under standard hours. 

The driver must record all details for each day on which 
they undertake 100+ km work, starting from the time the 
driver first starts work and including any local work (within 
100 km of the driver’s base) undertaken on that day.

Many drivers aren’t aware that the HVNL defines ‘work’ 
broadly to include driving a heavy vehicle, instructing 
another person to drive, or supervising another person 
driving a heavy vehicle. It also includes performing 
another task relating to the use of a heavy vehicle (such as 
loading and unloading, inspecting, servicing or repairing 
the heavy vehicle, inspecting or attending to a load on the 

heavy vehicle, cleaning or refuelling the heavy vehicle and 
recording information or completing a document required 
by the HVNL). 

The HVNL definition of work also includes occupying the 
driver’s seat of a heavy vehicle while the engine is running. 

Drivers must record work hours in their work diary 
whenever they are driving a heavy vehicle or completing 
any of these tasks (regardless of whether they are being 
paid to work and regardless of whether the vehicle is 
carrying any load).

Counting time – beware of overlapping 24-hour periods

In any period of 24 hours, a solo driver operating under 
standard hours must not work for more than 12 hours and 
must have at least seven continuous hours of stationary rest. 

When counting time for the purposes of a 24-hour period, 
the time must be counted forward from the end of a 
‘relevant major rest break’ (which is a break of at least five 
continuous hours). 

What many drivers don’t realise is that it is possible (likely, 
even) that they are operating under multiple overlapping 
24-hour periods. Therefore, drivers need to be very careful 
that they are keeping track of their fatigue obligations 
across all relevant periods. 

Here is an example of how this works in practice:

Bob is an interstate driver. Bob completes seven continuous 
hours stationary rest time at 6:30 a.m. on Monday, starts 
work at that time, works until 11:00 a.m. that day, has 
stationary rest until 4:00 p.m. that day, works until 10:30 
p.m. that evening and then rests until 5:30 a.m. on Tuesday. 
Bob then works until 10:30 a.m., has stationary rest until 
1:30 p.m. and works again until he is intercepted by a police 
officer at 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday evening. 

In this scenario, Bob is operating under three overlapping 24-
hour periods. These are 6:30 a.m. on Monday to 6:30 a.m. on 
Tuesday, 4:00 p.m. on Monday to 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, and 
5:30 a.m. on Tuesday to 5:30 a.m. on Wednesday (this period 
is still running when Bob is pulled over). 
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Bob has recorded his work and rest hours in his work 
diary. The officer inspects Bob’s work diary and discovers 
that Bob has worked 14 hours in the 24-hour period 
between 4:00 p.m. on Monday and 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday. 
The officer charges Bob with a ‘critical risk breach’ (the 
most severe category of breach). Because of the severity 
of the breach, Bob must appear in court to respond to the 
charge. The penalty that Bob can receive for a critical risk 
breach is more than $16,000, and the offence can attract 
four demerit points. 

Travelling to or from WA or the NT – to record or not to 
record hours under the HVNL?

The HVNL does not apply in WA or the NT (though WA 
has its own legislation dealing with maximum work and 
minimum rest hours). 

The rules governing the use of work diaries for 
interstate drivers travelling to or from WA or the NT are 
relatively complex. 

If a driver spends seven days or less in WA or the NT, the 
HVNL requires the driver to continue to comply with their 
work and rest hours option under the HVNL and record 
their work and rest hours in their work diary using the time 
zone of their base. 

If a driver spends more than seven days in WA or the NT 
before returning to another state, the HVNL requires the 

driver to start complying with their work and rest hours 
option and recording their hours in their work diary from 
the end of the last major rest break (which is a break of at 
least five continuous hours) that the driver takes before 
leaving WA or the or NT. 

Remember to ask for advice

Complying with the HVNL fatigue management 
requirements across multiple overlapping periods and 
time zones presents challenges to drivers, schedulers and 
others that supervise and manage transport businesses. 
This article only deals with some of the issues – we 
encourage you to consult the additional resources 
available on the NHVR website at nhvr.gov.au

PowerTorque wishes to thank Gillian Bristow and Emily 
Ng, of leading law firm Cooper Grace Ward, for their 
assistance in this breakdown of just some of what 
is involved when you complete your work diary. The 
information contained in this editorial feature is provided 
as broad-based advice, and, if you have any specific 
concerns, PowerTorque recommends that you seek 
qualified legal advice. 

Cooper Grace Ward’s transport and logistics team 
regularly posts video alerts and holds webinars and 
training sessions on issues facing the transport industry. 
For further information, we recommend checking out their 
website at www.cgw.com.au 
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